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As part of the Financial Stability Review, May 2021, the ECB conducted an analysis to assess the relevant exposures to physical risk

drivers, at corporate level, on a sample of 1.5 million firms in Europe, 1.1 million of which located in the euro area, with information

referring to head office location and subsidiaries of the largest listed firms: the output was that climate change hazards could affect up

to a third of euro area banks’ credit exposures.

Some firms are already highly or increasingly

exposed to physical risks, usually concentrated

in distinct geographical areas. Floods are most

relevant in central and northern areas of

Europe, with more than 7% of individual firms

facing high or increasing levels of flood risk.

Heat-related hazards dominate in southern

Europe, with 18% of firms highly or increasingly

exposed to heat stress, water stress or wildfires.

Around 30% of euro area banking system

credit exposures to NFCs are to firms subject to

high or increasing risk due to at least one

physical risk driver. Looking at individual

hazards, around 10% of loan exposures involve

firms at high or increasing risk of floods, heat

stress or water stress. Taken together, around

80% of loan exposures are to firms with at least

some exposure to physical risks.
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Two-thirds of exposures to firms highly or increasingly subject to physical risks are secured by collateral, which may itself be subject to 

damage or loss of value. The use of collateral should ensure that bank losses from credit exposures are mitigated; however, climate-

related damage causing firms to default also likely has an impact on the physical collateral used to secure the exposures. If the 

collateral is not fully covered by insurance, this link reduces its loss-mitigating ability and increases potential losses for banks.

Almost 10% of loan exposures to NFCs are subject to
multiple high or increasing physical risk drivers. An
increase in connected or compound events may
amplify the impact of the respective risks and cause
clustering, with limited possibilities for diversification.

Physical assets represent around 50% of the collateral
value used to secure exposures to firms subject to high
or increasing physical risks, but that share differs across
sectors. Banks are most exposed to firms in the
manufacturing and real estate sectors, with more than
two-thirds of exposures to sectors like real estate
activities, construction, and accommodation and food
being covered by collateral (mainly physical assets). The
extensive use of physical collateral in these sectors raises
concerns about the potential loss of value should these
business activities be disrupted by physical hazards or
take place in regions where risks are expected to
intensify.
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Physical risk exposures may potentially give rise to broader financial stability risks if they are concentrated or paired with less capitalised

and less profitable banks.

Without taking collateral or other mitigating factors

into account, the exposure to firms subject to high or

increasing physical risk is six times larger among the

25% least well capitalised banks (by Common Equity

Tier 1 ratio) relative to the 25% most well capitalised

banks. Similarly, the median exposure at risk held by

the quartile of banks with the lowest return on equity

is twice as big as that for the 25% most profitable

banks.

More than 70% of the banking system credit

exposures to the identified high-risk firms are held by

25 banks. Ten of these banks individually hold more

than 3% of the total exposures to high-risk firms. These

banks are generally large and well diversified across

asset classes and regions and have additional

capital buffers given their status as global or other

systemically important banks. While exposures to the

high-risk firms are generally around 5% of total assets

among these banks, seven of the 25 banks have

exposures of 10-15% of total assets.

Physical risks concentrated in a few banks and interaction with other vulnerabilities

ECB Assessment of Physical Risks 3/3
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Conclusions

Furthermore, medium and long-term forward-looking
scenario-based analysis (and stress-test) can be
used to assess the interaction of these risks with
transition risks across sectors.

To limit losses to the financial system, it will be
essential to support an orderly transition to a
sustainable economy, limit the impact from
physical hazards by means of climate change
adaptation measures and diversify risks among
financial institutions using loss-absorbing capacity,
financial instruments or insurance coverage. In
addition, further investment in granular, forward-
looking data collections and risk quantification
methodologies is needed to underpin
comprehensive forward-looking analyses.

A potential concentration of climate-related physical
risks among a few, more vulnerable banks could
have implications for financial stability. While
physical risks are not new for the assessment of credit
and market risks, more frequent, more severe and
more strongly correlated physical hazards may place
additional strains on the banking system, especially
for banks with lending in limited geographical areas.
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As part of its report “Climate-related risk and financial stability” (July 2021), the ECB discussed the most recent developments and pilot

exercises related to climate stress-test and scenario analyses.

Considerable progress has been made on capturing banking sector exposures to firms that are subject to physical risks from climate

change, due to development of new methodologies that allowed to the ongoing exercises to extend to a 30-year horizon (in most

cases). The NGFS scenarios are becoming a common reference for ongoing and planned exercises, in particular, the orderly transition,

the disorderly transition (with two variants, namely with effective and ineffective transition policies) and the “hot house world” scenario.

Initiatives of climate-related stress test and sensitivity analysis in European Union institutions 

The climate-related scenario

analysis is gradually shifting

towards stressing both physical

and transition risks. All of the stress

testing and sensitivity initiatives

completed up to 2020 focus on

transition risks. However, from 2021

a growing number of exercises

covering both physical and

transition risks is planned to be

held.
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Low data demands and relative ease of adaptation to

the existing stress testing infrastructures. Furthermore,

models relying on the data with very granular sectoral

breakdowns can substitute well for missing firm-level

information.

PROs
There is growing evidence that there can be a large

variation between firms operating in the same sectors

of the economy in terms of GHG emissions.

Furthermore, firms’ vulnerability will depend not only on

the type of economic activity but also on particular

firm characteristics, such as the location of facilities

and the geographical network of supply chains and

sales markets.

CONs

Sector-level Approach

10

Macro-financial 
scenarios

Sector-level 
scenarios

Sector–level PDs
Sector–level 

exposures of the 
financial sector

The heterogeneous impact of climate-related risks on different sectors of the economy was recognised early as a challenge for stress testing. In

the first climate stress testing frameworks, macroeconomic scenarios were directly mapped onto sector-level financial parameters, such as

probabilities of default (PDs). Then, these sector-level parameters were used to update balance sheets of financial institutions with exposures

broken down by sector. The process for a sector-level approach to credit risk in climate stress tests is the following:

Developments in Climate Stress-test Methodologies 2/8
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Climate stress testing methodologies are moving towards firm-level models, to fully explore the distribution of climate-related risks in the corporate sector. The
first approach is to link the balance sheet or profit and loss information on non-financial firms to changes in macro-financial or sector-specific conditions. The
macro-financial scenario can be described on an economy-wide level or on a sectoral level. The firms’ stressed balance sheet indicators are then fed into credit
rating models, allowing to project relevant stress test parameters relying on historical elasticities between firms’ balance sheets and, for example, PDs. The

estimated firm-level PDs could be directly applied to financial sector balance sheets (loans, equity, bonds, etc.), but more often are aggregated at a granular
sectoral level and applied to the balance sheets accordingly.

Advantages:

Firm-level models will reflect the 
intra-sectoral heterogeneity of 
GHG emissions and financial 
conditions

Macro-financial 
scenario

•GDP

•Interest rates

•Inflation

•…….

Sector-level 
scenarios

•Value added by 
economic sector, e.g., 
manufacturing

•Equity prices by 
economic sector

•……….

Firm-level shocks

• Emissions permissions 

• Technology 
improvement 

•…….

Sector-level PDs
Sector-level 

exposures of the 
financial sector

Firm-level balance 
sheet

Firm-level PDs 
Firm-level 

exposures of the 
financial sector
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The ECB’s methodology for deriving PDs integrates both transition and physical risks, as well as their interactions. The methodology recognises that

transition policies can affect the cost-revenues structure of carbon-intensive firms, and that natural disasters and the resulting disruption of physical

capital can influence firms’ debt structure. Initial results from the ECB’s climate stress test suggest that, in the absence of further climate policies, the

impact of extreme physical events on firms’ PDs will rise substantially over the 30-year time horizon. The PD for a median firm initially rises in the

orderly transition scenario compared with the transition scenario, reflecting the short-term costs of introducing climate policies in an orderly fashion.

Probability of firm defaults under the ECB’s top-down stress test

Differences in firms’ default probabilities

under the two adverse scenarios with

respect to the orderly transition scenario,

by sector and group of firms (mean firms

and firms mostly exposed to physical risk).

The bars represent the median changes in

default probabilities over the next 30 years;

the dots report the changes in default

probabilities when considering the firms

that are most exposed to physical risk (95th

percentile based on firms’ physical risk

score). Right panel: solid line is median

across all firms in the sample, dashed line is

the average of most exposed/vulnerable

firms in the sample.
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Regressing the NPL ratios for 6 carbon-intensive sectors and less carbon intensive sectors on the country’s GDP, 5 years bond yield, carbon and coal prices the 
results are:
✓ In the manufacturing sector, stronger economic growth leads to better loan performance;
✓ In the energy sector, stronger economic growth leads to worse loan performance;
✓ The quality of banks’ loans is not affected by changes in the level of sovereign bond yields;
✓ Energy production depends positively on the coal price; higher coal price contribute to increase NPL ratio. A higher price of coal contributes to a lower NPL 

ratio in the mining sector;
✓ For the manufacturing, energy and transport sector the transition to a low-carbon economy and an increase in the cost of allowances are likely to lead to 

deterioration in borrowers’ ability to repay their debts.

This study employed the time-series information on

banks’ exposures along with the four-digit NACE

classification for 41 Polish banks from the third quarter

of 2013 to the fourth quarter of 2019, to estimate the

share of non-performing loans (NPLs), used as a

measure of the probability of default (PD), dependent

on macro-financial variables and environmental

performance indicators related to carbon and coal

prices.

Approximately 9% of the Polish banking sector’s assets

at the end of 2019 were exposures to sectors

responsible for the bulk of CO2 emissions. The six most

carbon-intensive sectors exhibit higher credit risk

measured by the NPL ratio compared with the

aggregate portfolio of less carbon-intensive sectors.

Exposures to carbon-intensive sectors (left panel) and relationship between NPLs and the 

share of carbon-intensive sectors in total banking sector corporate loans (right panel)
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The estimations were applied to follow the evolution of NPL ratios by sector of economic activity for the two NGFS “orderly” 
and “disorderly” scenarios for the period 2021-2050. 

Impact of NGFS scenarios on banks’ NPL ratios for climate vulnerable sectors (CVS) and less climate 

vulnerable sectors (L-CVS)

Climate-relevant sectors are more vulnerable

to changes in economic activity and climate-

related variables projected under both

scenarios. This may be due to the higher

sensitivity of these sectors to changes in coal

and CO2 emission prices. In addition, in both

possible transition scenarios, banks’ NPL ratios

are expected to increase. However, the

“disorderly” scenario entails much higher

credit losses for banks in the sample.
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A study has been conducted using balance sheet data of non-financial firms in Germany and data reported under the EU Emissions Trading

System (ETS) to illustrate how the data can be used to forecast costs and profitability under different carbon price scenarios.

Firms’ expenses on emissions allowances (left panel) and firms’ profitability (right panel) under NGFS carbon 

price scenarios For the median firm, expenses rise up to 

3.8% of total costs under the disorderly 

scenario and to 2.5% under the orderly 

scenario. More emissions-intensive firms 

(95th percentile) are disproportionately 

affected, with an increase in expenses 

of 40% in the disorderly and 30% in the 

orderly scenario. The increased costs of 

emissions allowances translate into lower 

profitability of firms, especially under the 

disorderly scenario. Although firms’ 

profitability declines under both 

scenarios, the adverse impact on 

profitability is stronger under the 

disorderly scenario, in which the return 

on sales decreases by up to 40 

percentage points compared with 2018 

for emissions-intensive firms in the sample 

(95th percentile).
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AnaCredit (analytical credit datasets) can support models that map climate stress test scenarios to banks’ credit risk parameters. This model relies 

on a regression model on the loss given default (LGDs) using a set of macro-variables, sector-variables and firm-variables.

Applying the model parameters

to NGFS scenarios reveals that

sectors with high-energy use are

more strongly affected under the

orderly and disorderly scenarios.

Impact of change in energy price on LGDs under the orderly and disorderly NGFS scenarios for low-

energy and high-energy sectors
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The ECB discussed a forward-looking scenario analysis, applying NGFS scenarios to the banking sector, with banks’ balance sheets as a

reference for calculating bank losses. The scenario analysis was run in a top-down fashion; the assessment for the banking sector

concentrated on bank’s banking books and stressed the impact of transition and physical risks.

The banking sector scenario analysis combined the results of the EBA’s 2020 pilot exercise (2021) with credit risk parameters from the upcoming

top-down ECB climate stress test. Corporate sector default probabilities were derived on NACE level, along with the methodology applied in the

ECB’s top-down stress test. LGD parameters were derived using the methodology applied in the ECB/DNB pilot stress test 2020.

The impact of the climate scenarios on banks’ balance sheets was computed as a change in expected loss (i.e., the product of PD, LGD and

exposure value) as measured in 2050 compared with the starting point in 2019.

NGFS 

scenarios
Horizon Sample

Banking 

sector

Financial 

exposures

Value of 

exposures

Starting 

point

Transmission 

channel

Type of 

climate-

related risk 

considered

Relevant 

information

30 yearsDisorderly 
Hot House 
world

26 volunteer 
EU banks 
participating 
in the 
European 

Banking 
Authority 
(EBA) pilot 
exercise

Non-SME 
exposures to 
nonfinancial 
obligors 
domiciliated 

in EU 
countries

€ 1.45 trillion 
of 

exposures 
value

Data 

collected in 

the EBA pilot 

as the 

end2019 (at 

the level of 

obligor) PDs 

from ECB’s 

top-down 

stress test 

exercise (2021)

Credit risk via 
change in 
PD and LGD

Transition 
and physical

End-
2019

Overview
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At EU level the expected loss under the disorderly scenario is 1.60% of risk-

weighted exposures to the non-SME corporate sector, and even higher 
under the hot house world scenario, at 1.75%. Bank losses concentrate in 
certain sectors only ‒ in particular, electricity and real estate together 

account for over half of the impact. 

The impact of the hot house world scenario is consistently more

negative than that of the disorderly scenario across banks. Differences
in individual banks’ loan portfolios are reflected in a heterogeneous
impact of both scenarios on their losses, ranging from 0.6 percentage
points to 3.2 percentage points in the disorderly scenario, and 0.7
percentage points to 3.4 percentage points in the hot house world
scenario.

Bank credit losses including contributions to the overall impact by sector under the 

disorderly scenario (left panel) and the hot house world scenario (right panel) 

Banks distribution by scenario 
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The long-term nature of climate-related scenarios burdens

the estimates with intense uncertainty and opens new

modelling demands. For instance, the constant balance

sheet perspective is not best suited to scenario analysis

spanning over 30-year horizons.

The new modelling challenges add to a more general call

for increased data quality and coverage. For instance, for

transition risks the open challenge is ensuring a broader

coverage of verified firm-level GHG emissions, especially for

smaller and non-listed firms. For physical risks it is to increase

the availability of granular data on the geographical

location of firms’ assets and mapping of physical risk

indicators into data on historical damage realizations.

It is worth noting the likelihood that the estimates only

represent the lower bound for climate-related losses in the

financial system. First, the scenario analysis does not cover all

exposures of the financial system and accordingly

transmission channels. For example, the scenario analysis for

the banking system excludes stress testing of trading books or

exposures to household sector.

A macroprudential perspective is needed to mitigate climate-

related risks in the financial system. In particular, the systemic

nature of climate-related risks implies that narrowly mitigating

the exposure of one part of the financial system could prompt

the transfer of risk to other sectors.
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